INSTRUCTIONS TO SET SNAPS DIES # 24 WITH W-1
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Lay out the 4 pcs. snaps with each die
according to the picture.
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After W-1 Machine has been bolted to a table
remove plate from the machine.
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Slip CAP DIE into the bottom hole of the
machine.

Lay down the CAP on the bottom die as
shown in the picture.

Take the SOCKET DIE and screw it to the
threaded rod.
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Put fabric on top of the CAP and place
SOCKET over the fabric. Align the two pcs. by
holding them with your fingers.
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Press the handle of the W-1 machine down
to set the CAP and the SOCKET together.
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Lay down the EYELET on the bottom die as
shown in the picture.

Release the handle and take out the fabric.
As you can see CAP and SOCKET pieces
are SET.
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Put the fabric on top of the EYELET and the
STUD over the fabric. Align them by holding
the stud with your fingers. Press handle as
before.

Replace CAP & SOCKET dies. Insert the
STUD DIE to the threaded rod and slip
EYELET DIE to the bottom hole of machine.
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Release the handle and remove fabric.
STUD and EYELET has been set.

INSTRUCTIONS ON SETTING
GROMMETS WITH THE W- 1 MACHINE
1.- Unscrew Plate from machine.

Female side

2.- Screw the hole cutter all the way up to make the neccesary
holes in the fabric.

3.- After the holes have been made remove the cutter ,
screw female side of die to machine and place male side of die on
machine opening with pin facing up.

Grommet
MATERIAL
Washer

4.- Lay washer on bottom die and put the material over it.

5- Place Grommet facing down over the material as shown.
Male side

6.- Press firmly on handle to set grommet.
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